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toward overheating sooner than later.
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The consensus forecast reasonably
expects an outcome that leans toward
the former, with job gains well above
behinds it and is likely to rack up a third consecutive quarthat necessary to hold the unemployment rate conter of 3+% growth as the year ends. This suggest continstant. That outcome would leave the Fed committed
ued demand for labor.
to their inflation forecast and hence inclined to mainA pickup in wage growth would heighten Fed confidence
tain their projected policy path.
that the economy is indeed operating at full employment.
The consensus forecast expects a nonfarm payroll gain of
Wall Street expects wage growth of 0.3% for the month, in
190k in a range of 153k to 250k. This strikes me as a reaa range of 0.1%-0.4%. This translates into a range of 2.5%sonable expectation consistent with my forecast:
2.8% compared to a year ago, putting it potentially at the
higher end of recent trends:.
Market participants anticipate the unemployment rate
holds constant at 4.1%, with a range of 4.0%-4.3%. To be
Obviously, the Fed would like to see something on the
sure, a decline in the unemployment rate would deepen
higher end to help confirm their estimates of full employoverheating concerns on Constitution Ave. But I would
ment. But even if they don’t get higher wages, they will
not expect those concerns to ease much if unemployment
anticipate wages gains will eventually accelerate as long as
stayed constant or even rose given the pace of job growth. unemployment is poised to remain on a downward trend.
Given the Fed’s view of labor force growth, they will expect
Bottom Line: The Fed would have an easier time
that a payroll gain near the consensus indicates continued
paying attention to the weak inflation numbers if the
downward pressure on unemployment.
economy has not operating near their estimates of full
Until job growth slows to something close to 100k a
employment and clearly growing at a pace that will
month, the Fed will anticipate further unemployment
soon surpass those estimates. Consequently, a report
declines. Hence why it would be much easier for policynear consensus expectations will tend to strengthen
makers to use the weak inflation numbers as reason to
their resolve regarding further rate hikes. A report
pause if job growth looked to be trending much lower on a that falls short of consensus, however, would likely be
sustainable basis. But if anything the opposite is true - the
deemed as noise given the generally solid path of ecoeconomy appears to have some considerable momentum
nomic activity this year.
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Nonfarm Payrolls Forecasts
Monthly Change, Thousands
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November 2017 Forecast = 169.27
95% Conﬁdence Interval = ( 1.99 , 336.54 )
68% Conﬁdence Interval = ( 84.77 , 253.76 )
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US Labor Market Indicators
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Spread Between 10 Year and 2 Year Rates
US Treasury Bonds
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